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AND R. RADO
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It is well known [4], [7] that the Tychonoff theorem on products

of compact spaces is equivalent to the axiom of choice (AC). It is

therefore natural to consider Tychonoff's theorem for products of

finite spaces as a restricted form of AC, and to ask whether there are

other restricted versions of AC to which it is equivalent. In this note

we shall show that, assuming the axiom of choice for families of finite

sets (ACF), the following three theorems are all equivalent.

Theorem TF. If {X,-: iEl} is a family of nonempty finite spaces,

then T\\Xc iEl\ is compact in its product topology.

Theorem R (R. Rado [5]). Let {A,-: iEl} be a family of nonempty

finite sets, and suppose that for each finite subset A of I we are given a

choice function fA for the family {X,-: iEA }. Then there exists a choice

function f for {A,-: iEl} such that, whenever A is a finite subset of I,

there is a finite set B with AC.BQI and f(i) =/B(j) for all iEA.

Theorem A (Alexander Subbase Theorem). A topological space

X is compact if there exists a subbase S for the closed sets of X such that

every subfamily of S with f.i.p. has a nonvoid intersection.

The proposition ACF may be stated as follows.

Axiom ACF. There exists a choice function for every family of non-

empty finite sets.

The implication TF—>R has already been proved by Gottschalk

[2]. We shall demonstrate that R—>A. The implication A—>TF is a

standard argument, and for finite spaces involves only ACF: the

reader is referred to [3, p. 143] for details.

Our proof that R—>A resembles the argument of Alexander [l] and

Wallman [6, pp. 123-124], except that we use Theorem R as a sub-

stitute for transfinite induction. Also, we do not use the theorem

"A topological space X is compact if there is a base 03 for the closed

sets of X such that every subfamily of (B with f.i.p. has a nonvoid

intersection"; since the usual proof of this theorem involves the un-

restricted axiom of choice (although this use of AC can be avoided).
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If CF is any family of sets, for notational convenience we shall write

UfFand flCF for U{S:.S£CF} and f){S: S£CF}, respectively.
To prove Theorem A, let A be a topological space, and suppose

that S is a sub-base for the closed sets of X such that every subfamily

of S with f.i.p. has a nonvoid intersection. Let g be any family of

closed subsets of X with f.i.p. We must show that fig 5^ 0. Define

r = {CF: CF is a finite subfamily of S and UtJ contains a member of g},

03= {£:£ = UCFfor someCF£r}.

We assert that DffiCng. For suppose that x£Dg. Then there exists

■<4£g with x(£A. Since S is a subbase, there is a finite subfamily CF

of S with A C=UCF but x £1)?. Hence x £H(B. Thus it will be sufficient to

prove r\(&^0.
We shall apply Theorem R to the family T. To this end, let

<!> = {SFi, CF2, ■ • • , Sk} be any finite subset of T. For i=l, ■ ■ ■ , k, let

us write

Si  =   (Oil, *J«2j   *   '   '  , &in,] ,

Bt = uSi = Snyjsi2vj ■ ■ -vjsini.

Since the family (B has f.i.p., we have H {£,: i=l, ■ ■ ■ ,k\^0. Now

let A denote the set of all ^-tuples X = (Xi, X2, ■ • • , X*), where 1 ̂ X,

^ra, for alH= 1, • • • , k. Then

n Bi = n  I u s<A = u  [s^ns^n • • • ns«j.
.-1 t-i   L y=i       J        XgA

Now C\{Bi:i=l, ■ ■ ■ , k) j*0 implies

Six, r\ 52x2 C\ ■ ■ ■ C\ Skxk ̂  0    for some X £ A.

Hence we may define a choice function /* for the family $

= {Si, • • • , 3*} by

/*(CF.-)   = S;x, e Su

where X = (Xi, • • • , X*) is chosen so that

n{s,v*-= i. ■••,*} *&-

We may choose such a X£A for each finite $cr by ACF.

By Theorem R there exists a choice function/ for the family V such

that, whenever $ is a finite subset of T, there is a finite ^ with $CI1F

cr and /(CF)=/*(CF) for all CF£$. We assert that the family {/(CF):

CF£r} has f.i.p. For given any finite $CTr, there is a finite S^ with

d>C^cr and D {/(CF): CF£3>} =fl{/*(CF): CF£$} ^0. Since/(CF)£S
for all CF£r, the hypothesis of Theorem A applies and we conclude
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that n{/(J): 5£r} ^0. But then C\($>^0; for yEfCS) for all ff£r
implies yEB for all P£(B. This completes the proof.

The author wishes to thank Mr. Gerald Fisher, of the University of

Connecticut, for helpful conversations on this subject.
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